
AN ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL BAG OF BONES BY STEPHEN KING

This summary of Bag of Bones includes a complete plot overview â€“ spoilers included! Bag of Bones is a fantasy novel
by American author Stephen King.

There's a problem with this paper. He also learns that Jo frequently returned to the town in the year before her
death, without telling him. The autopsy also shows that Johanna had a secret: she was pregnant. I'd finished
my writing for the day and offered to pick it up for her. Excerpt Book Summary A story of grief and a lost
love's enduring bonds, of a new love haunted by the secrets of the past, of an innocent child caught in a
terrible crossfire. He finally decides to return to the vacation house called Sara Laughs at the lake he and Jo
had spent summers in. Despite these dreams, or perhaps because of them, Mike finally returns to Sara Laughs,
the Noonans' isolated summer home. In the pages there are clues that lead Mike to discover documents Jo had
hidden, among them a genealogy showing Mike's blood relationship to one of the town families. His status as
a single, unrelated male complicates things, and the adoption has taken longer than anticipated. Sara is not
about to rest quietly, haunting all who are descended from the men who raped and murdered her and killed her
son decades earlier. She said thanks, but she wanted to get a piece of fish at the supermarket next door
anyway; two birds with one stone and all of that. And nope, we don't source our examples from our editing
service! Mattie's ghost says her goodbyes to Mike and Kyra. You know how looking at a math problem
similar to the one you're stuck on can help you get unstuck? He follows them to the lake, where Mattie's ghost
appears and knocks Rogette into the water. It is a tale about a man named Mike Noonan who unexpectedly
loses his wife in the prime of her life. When he returns the child to her care, he discovers that she also lost her
spouse unexpectedly just months earlier. Upon returning to the house, Mike discovers that Rogette has
kidnapped Kyra. For more information on choosing credible sources for your paper, check out this blog post.
In an explosive finish, Mike fights Sara and her killers in an effort to save himself, them and Kyra. The
shooter's buddies try to stop them, but refuse to follow him to Sara Laughs. Are these essay examples edited?
Jo's ghost prevents him and calls his attention to the novel he has begun to write. To protect the anonymity of
contributors, we've removed their names and personal information from the essays. Stephen King's most
gripping and unforgettable novel, Bag of Bones, is a story of grief and a lost love's enduring bonds, of a new
love haunted by the secrets of the past, of an innocent child caught in a terrible crossfire. Mattie's father-in-law
is Max Devore, an elderly rich man who will do anything to gain custody of his granddaughter, Kyra. Mike
begins to write again, and realizes that Jo's ghost is helping him to solve the mystery of Sara Tidwell, a blues
singer whose ghost haunts the house. Luckily for Mike, Johanna had discovered the horrible truth before her
death, and in a series of secret visits to their summer house, has left him the information he needs. Now his
nights are plagued by vivid nightmares of the house by the lake. They're not intended to be submitted as your
own work, so we don't waste time removing every error. Who wrote this essay? The essays in our library are
intended to serve as content examples to inspire you as you write your own essay. Mike then grabs Kyra and
drives back to his home. While Storrow and the private detective he hired are celebrating the end of the
custody battle, Mattie attempts to seduce Mike. Did you find something inaccurate, misleading, abusive, or
otherwise problematic in this essay example? None of these nightmares manifest as he arrives however and he
is warmly welcomed by the locals at first. The next time I saw her, she was on TV. Sara Tidwell, the original
owner of Sara Laughs, is just one of the vengeful entities looking for justice and it is up to Mike to unravel the
truth before anyone else is killed. What hooks you? He decides to confront his fears and moves to his vacation
house on Dark Score Lake, known as Sara Laughs.


